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Style to Burn
For Valencians, dressing for the Fallas isn’t just about looking their best. 

It’s also about keeping local traditions and customs front and center 
during the city’s most important festival.

Cover Story Fallas Costumes
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Every March, the city of Valencia, Spain, hosts the 

Fallas, a festival that lasts for several days and attracts 

more than a million visitors. Included on UNESCO’s List of 

Intangible Cultural Heritage, it centers on fallas, elaborate 

effigies made of Styrofoam, paper-mache and wood that 

are commissioned by city associations also known as 

fallas. (The word fallas, which in Valencian means “fires,” 

is used to identify the festival itself, the associations and 

the effigies.) While these effigies, their satirical messages 

and their burning on March 19 are indisputably the focal 

point, the traditional clothes Valencians wear during the 

festivities are just as vital to the spirit of the Fallas.

The current form of the Fallas began in Valencia in the 

late 1800s, yet the costumes we see today didn’t become 

part of the tradition until the 1980s. “Until then ... both 

women and men wore what they had in their houses — 

maybe party clothes that belonged to their grandparents,” 

says Amparo Fabra, a dress history expert and owner of a 

tailoring workshop. “It was only in the 1980s that experts 

began to study the costume that a fallera had to wear.”

Falleras and falleros are members of a falla. During 

the festival, their role is to participate in the ofrenda, the 

offering of flowers to the statue of the Virgin Mary installed 

in the city’s Plaza de la Virgen. With close to 400 fallas 

participating each year, thousands of falleras and falleros 

garbed in traditional clothing walk the streets of Valencia 

on March 17 and 18, the two days of the ofrenda.

On those days, Valencia is flush with color. The 

traditional dress of a fallera consists of a wide flowery 

skirt that ends at the ankles, a bodice and matching shoes. 

Two designs are prevalent: an 18th-century ensemble with 

longer sleeves and a 19th-century version with short puff 

sleeves trimmed with lace. Experts insist on complete 

conformity with historical norms. Even hairstyles play a 

role. “Those of us who propose this purity want one bun 

with 18th-century outfits and three buns with other outfits,” 

says Victoria Liceras, president of Valencia’s Association 

of Dress Historians. “If you wear your hair in a style that 

Tailor Amparo Fabra with Elena Bolumar Fenollar and Patricia 
Virosque Casañ, their falla’s Fallera Mayor Infantil and Fallera Mayor, 
respectively (opposite). Valencians participate in the ofrenda (below).
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Decorative combs called peinetas 
adorn falleras’ hair, which must be in 

a historically appropriate style.

hadn’t yet appeared during the period of your dress, it’d be 

as if I were to adopt a 2070s style.”

A fallero chooses between two outfits. If he’s going as a 

workingman, he pairs a saragüell — white, knee-length, 

culotte-like shorts Valencian farmers wore for centuries 

— with a shirt, a vest, a wide fabric belt and, sometimes, a 

short military-style jacket. For falleros who occupy high-

level positions in their associations, a torrentí suit is more 

appropriate. It consists of narrow trousers that reach just 

below the knee, silk or woolen socks that cover the calves, 

and shoes with an elegant buckle. A shirt, vest, wide belt 

and, at times, a jacket round out the ensemble.

Accessories complete the look. For women there 

are embroidered half aprons, manteletas (lace shawls), 

peinetas (large decorative combs) and chollas (bodice 

brooches). Men sometimes carry a manta, a knitted 

blanket. During the ofrenda, falleras wear mantillas, lace 

head coverings. “A woman can’t go to an ecclesiastical 

act without a mantilla if she’s representing a historical 

age,” Fabra says. Many falleros put on a scarf or a hat. 

“A president [of a falla] must wear a hat. An outfit hinges 

upon the level of responsibility [of a fallera or fallero].”

Nowhere is this responsibility — and, as a 

consequence, the spotlight and obligation to dress the 

part — as evident as it is in the role of the Fallera Mayor, 

the queen of each falla. The tradition of electing one 

began when Valencia chose its first Reina de las Fallas, 

in 1931. The associations followed suit. “In each falla, we 

choose a Fallera Mayor and a Fallera Mayor Infantil, one 

representing adults and one the children,” says Javier 

Mozas, a member of the Association of Fallas Studies.

To be a Fallera Mayor or a Fallera Mayor Infantil is to be 

the face of the city or your association at events both before 

and during the festival. If regular falleras and falleros put 

on their costumes only during the Fallas, Falleras Mayores 

begin wearing them months before. For Fabra and other 

dressmakers, this means orders come in right after the 

end of the festival. “On March 20, many already order,” 

says Fabra. “We always ask if [the client] is a Fallera Mayor 

because then for September she’ll need her dresses.”

Fabra has been part of the Fallas dressmaking industry 
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since the early 1980s. She started when she made a dress 

for her daughter, then a Fallera Mayor Infantil. Afterward, 

she sewed dresses for friends, family and even a few 

Falleras Mayores. “Then the moment came when I said to 

myself, ‘Either I dedicate myself to it or I leave it,’ because 

I couldn’t expand more in my house,” she says. “I set up a 

business and I’ve been in this profession for 38 years.”

Fabra has dressed 11 Falleras Mayores of the city and 

made ensembles for countless falleras and falleros. “It’s a 

very trying job, but the truth is that it fills you with love and 

excitement. When it goes well you don’t mind sacrificing 

yourself and not sleeping many nights,” she says.

With three generations of clients — “It’s like a chain; 

clients even advise me when they get pregnant so 

that we make a dress for the baby” — Fabra’s cuts are 

recognizable by anyone who owns one of her dresses. But 

the designs are always reproductions. “In an [old-style] 

costume one cannot create something new,” Fabra says. 

“We must reproduce what people wore before.”

TIME TO SHINE Keeping Valencia’s customs alive is one 

of the major reasons clothing forms an integral part of the 

Fallas. “The most important thing about the traditional 

outfits — both for women and men — is maintaining the 

tradition and respect toward our traditional clothing,” says 

Patricia Virosque Casañ, Fallera Mayor 2019 of the Falla 

Convento Jerusalén — Matemático Marzal.

Her counterpart agrees. “It’s very emotional to be 

able to represent your association,” says Elena Bolumar 

Fenollar, Fallera Mayor Infantil 2019 of the same falla.  

“To shine in your dress is the most beautiful thing for a 

woman who loves the fallas.”

For these falleras — as for many other queens of 

their fallas — the road to a perfect dress is both time-

consuming and costly. Whereas a regular fallera dress 

is fashioned out of simpler material and can be made for 

less than €2,000, the cost of a dress for a Fallera Mayor 

often reaches tens of thousands of euros. That’s because 

falleras representing the city — as well as some fallas — 

Fallas dresses are traditionally made from silk, which has been 
produced in Valencia since the eighth century (opposite). A historical 
Fallas dress is displayed alongside rolls of silk (above).
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make their dresses from espolín, the handspun silk cloth 

named after a small shuttle used to interweave flower 

designs into fabric.

Valencia is a city of silk. Arabs brought it here in the 

eighth century, and “by the 18th century almost half the 

population worked in the silk industry,” claims Dr María 

Luisa Llorens Fuster, secretary of the College of High Silk 

Art. When the Fallas began, silk outfits were the natural 

choice of the first falleras because of what they, their 

mothers and their grandmothers already owned.

Although cheaper alternatives such as rayon and cotton 

exist, silk remains the favorite. And in Valencia, espolín is 

the top of the line. Made to order for those willing to spend 

up to €18,000, it takes an artisan about 700 hours to make. 

“We can use more than 40 colors in an espolín,” says 

Juan Vicente Aznar Soler, director of Vives y Marí, a fabric 

manufacturer that has been in business for over 60 years.

Once the espolín is made, it’s off to the fitting rooms 

of Fabra or other dressmakers for measurements and 

to choose all the trappings that make an outfit complete. 

“We help put everything together — we order all of the 

accessories,” says Fabra. From then on, the process is 

similar for both the royalty and the regular folk, although 

Falleras Mayores often have to repeat it. Depending on the 

number of events she must attend throughout the year, the 

city’s Fallera Mayor could own as many as 20 dresses.

Passed from mothers to daughters, these dresses 

adorn the streets of Valencia during the Fallas. “I 

know people who are using [their outfits] in the third 

generation,” says Aznar. Virosque Casañ echoes him: “We 

preserve the dresses with a lot of care; a good dress is 

always young if it’s kept in good conditions.”

On March 20, when Valencia wakes up after the burning 

of the effigies, the next year of the Fallas begins. Just as 

the artists whose creations went up in smoke conceive 

new ideas, so do the fabric manufacturers present new 

color collections and the dressmakers welcome new 

orders. “Without the traditional clothing, the festival would 

lose an important part of its reason to exist,” says Llorens 

Fuster. “They complete each other.”
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Dresses, which can cost tens of 
thousands of euros, are often passed 

down from mothers to daughters.


